Many biomolecular complexes exist in a flexible ensemble of states in solution which are necessary to perform their biological function. Small angle scattering (SAS) measurements are a popular method for characterizing these flexible molecules due to their relative ease of use and ability to simultaneously probe the full ensemble of states. However, SAS data is typically low-dimensional and difficult to interpret without the assistance of additional structural models. In theory, experimental SAS curves can be reconstituted from a linear combination of theoretical models, although this procedure carries significant risk of overfitting the inherently low-dimensional SAS data. Previously, we developed a Bayesian-based method for fitting ensembles of model structures to experimental SAS data that rigorously avoids overfitting. However, we have found that these methods can be difficult to incorporate into typical SAS modeling workflows, especially for users that are not experts in computational modeling. To this end, we present the "Bayesian Ensemble Estimator from SAS" (BEES) program. Two forks of BEES are available, the primary one existing as module for the SASSIE webserver, and a developmental version that is a standalone python program. BEES allows users to exhaustively sample ensemble models constructed from a library of theoretical states and to interactively analyze and compare each model's performance. The fitting routine also allows for a secondary data sets to be supplied, thereby simultaneously fitting models to both SAS data as well as orthogonal information. The flexible ensemble of K63-linked ubiquitin trimers is presented as an example of BEES' capabilities.
Introduction
Biological molecules rely heavily on their conformational dynamics to conduct their cellular function, and the characterization of these flexible ensembles of states remains a key challenge in modern biophysics. 1 As a result, many different experimental and computational techniques have been developed to probe and model configurational ensembles. Of these, small angle scattering (SAS) measurements are an increasingly popular technique due to their relative ease of use and ability to simultaneously probe the full solution ensemble. 2, 3 Moreover, SAS measurements are able to probe systems at room temperature, free from packing forces induced by the lattice and cryogenic effects of crystallography, and they can measure the solution of states in both equilibrium ensembles and time-dependent processes, 4 such as protein and RNA folding, 5, 6 or the allosteric coupling of enzymatic activity and large-scale domain movement. 7, 8 However, the low-dimensional nature of SAS data can often cause the interpretation of scattering profiles to be relatively difficult, and reconstituting a three-dimensional molecular structure solely from scattering curves can often be misleading, as multiple reconstitutions of varying shapes may result from the same scattering profile.
In contrast, model structures can also be identified from all-atom or coarse-grained simulations, and their calculated scattering profiles can be compared against empirical curves. [9] [10] [11] [12] Since SAS profiles are measurements of the full solution ensemble and therefore may not be fully described by a single structural state, these in silico profiles can also serve as a basis set to construct an ensemble model through a linear combination of states. [13] [14] [15] [16] While this ensemble reconstitution approach is conceptually straightforward, in practice it can be quite difficult to identify the "best" ensemble model. For instance, it is not known a priori what the number of underlying states should be in the ensemble. It is also possible for ensemble models to overfit experimental data through the inclusion of too many underlying populations. Furthermore, altogether different combinations of states may yield similarly performing models, in respect to their goodness-of-fit values.
For these reasons, a Bayesian-based approach has many advantages over more traditional methods. For instance, Markov Chain Monte Carlo posterior sampling methods will not only estimate model parameters but will also allow for the direct assessment of their errors. 17 Moreover, Bayesian formalism allows for the comparison of a population of models as a solution to parameterization, rather than only identifying a single set of parameters. [18] [19] [20] This is exceptionally useful for SAS modeling, where information regarding the model is underdetermined. However, the ability to construct a large population of solutions can also be a disadvantage, as both the computational resources to construct a complete array of model parameters, as well as tools for comparing models, can be daunting for many systems.
To this end, we have developed an iterative Bayesian method to use small angle scattering (SAS) using either x-ray scattering (SAXS) or neutron scattering (SANS) profiles to re-weight the population of states from molecular dynamics trajectories. This approach, which is an extension of the BSS-SAXS technique, 13 compares solution ensembles of a variety of sub-ensembles from a combination of candidate states. Previously, we have used this method to fit ensembles of covalently linked ubiquitin trimers, and we observed that the algorithm could produce ensemble models that robustly resisted overfitting. 21 Here, we present an update to this method as an open source program called "Bayesian Ensemble Estimator from SAS" (BEES, henceforth). Two versions of this code have been developed. The primary version, and the focus of this manuscript, is an open-access module on the SASSIE-web server, which provides a convenient graphical user interface for controlling the module. The BEES-SASSIE module is designed for users that are both new and experienced in biophysical modeling, and, through SASSIE, it provides access to the computational resources required to calculate and analyze large combinations of states. The second, developmental, version is a stand-alone python code that is designed to be run from the command line, and is intended for experienced computational scientists. We also provide two example use cases, one in which we fit profiles of K63-linked ubiquitin trimers to SAXS data alone and another in which we add a second data set to the fitting procedure.
Design and Implementation

SASSIE-web Framework
The primary version of BEES is contained within the SASSIE-web server. SASSIE-web utilizes the GenApp framework to create a graphical user interface (GUI) and facilitate the use of several independent scientific applications into modular workflows. 22, 23 These applications, including the BEES module, are written primarily in Python (v2.7.13) and utilize libraries contained within the Anaconda distribution. BEES, both in the SASSIE and stand-alone versions, makes use of the mpi4py (v2.0.0), 24 NumPy (v1.13.1), 25 and SciPy (v0.19.1) 26 packages to optimize performance. It also utilizes the Bokeh (v 0.12.16) 27 library to create interactive plots and html files to assist with the interpretation of the ensemble models identified by the BEES algorithm.
BEES Algorithm
The BEES algorithm is designed to find the smallest possible ensemble that accurately describes the experimental data. This algorithm is briefly presented here (Fig 1) , but further details can be found in the supplemental text and elsewhere. 21 In short, experimental data are gathered and post-processed prior to using the BEES module. For example, users may wish to screen their data for low-q beam smearing effects or to extrapolate their scattering profile to I(0), the later of which can be accomplished using the "Data Interpolation" module of SASSIE. A collection of theoretical profiles for candidate solution states are also input to the module in the form of a ZIP archive. These profiles can be calculated within SASSIE via the "SasCalc" module, or they can be computed from standalone programs such as Crysol, 28 FoXS, 29 or many other scattering prediction software. [30] [31] [32] [33] The only requirements of the BEES algorithm is that the theoretical profiles are formatted as two-column files, where the first column is q and the second column is I(q), and that the theoretical q-values are identical to the experimental q-space.
Once initiated, the BEES routine first determines the goodness-of-fit values of each individual profile. It then identifies all possible sub-bases containing combinations of two theoretical profiles, and it conducts a Bayesian Monte Carlo routine on each combination to identify the population of states in each sub-basis. Each Monte Carlo routine is conducted according to user-defined parameters: number of walkers, number of Monte Carlo iterations per walker, and amount of population change per iteration. Notably, the BEES likelihood function (L) includes the ability to simultaneously fit the scattering profiles and an auxiliary set of measurements: L = e χ 2 total /2.0 where the total model goodness-of-fit (χ 2 total ) is the linear combination of the model scattering goodness-of-fit (χ 2 SAS ) and the model goodness-of-fit to the auxiliary data set (χ 2 aux ): χ 2 total = χ 2 SAS + χ 2 aux . Once the ensemble of states for each two-member sub-basis has been identified, the best two-member state is selected in accordance to the information criteria (IC) selected by the user, either the Akaike information criterion 34 or the Bayesian Information Criterion 35 (see Supporting Information for more details). If the IC value of the best two-member state is worse than that of any single theoretical profile, then the module reports the best single profile as the most likely model. However, if the IC value of this two-member state is instead an improvement over all individual profiles, then the BEES module conducts the Bayesian Monte Carlo routine on every three-member sub-basis, and the best three-state IC value is similarly compared to the two-state ensemble. This iterative increase in sub-basis size and comparison of IC values is conducted until either the IC metric does not improve or every possible combination of states is considered. Alternatively, users also have the option to override the IC-comparison and force the construction of all combinations of sub-ensembles. Once the desired number of models have been identified, the BEES module will also calculate each model's "relative performance" metric to determine its likelihood over the best IC-identified model: 36
where RP (m) and IC m are the the relative performance and IC values of model m, and IC o is the minimum IC value of all observed models. The relative performance metric is more commonly known as the relative likelihood of a model. Here, we opt for the change in nomenclature to assist non-experts in the interpretation of the metric, as well as to avoid confusion with the likelihood function used by the Bayesian Monte Carlo parameter fitting routine. While the relative performance provides a quantitative result, it is admittedly an approximation of the more rigorous Bayes Factor. 35, 37 As such, it is intended to be interpreted loosely and to assist the user in applying their intuition toward the performance of alternative ensembles to the best identified one. Once the best model has been identified, the BEES module prints text information regarding ensemble members of the IC-identified model, its model population weights, goodness-of-fit information for the full ensemble model and each individual, and the IC value of the model. This information is also stored to the filesystem as a text file, along with a separate two-column file containing the theoretical scattering profile of the ensemble. If an auxiliary set of experimental data was supplied to the module, then a text file containing the model spectra in this auxiliary dimension is also printed. Beyond the best identified model, information regarding every model identified for each sub-basis is also saved to the filesystem. In the SASSIE-web GUI, plots of the model ensemble fit to the experimental data, along with the associated residual errors, are displayed at the bottom of the page once the fitting routine is completed. These plots are also included in a multi-tab HTML page that is saved by the module, and this page provides graphical and table presentations to allow users the ability to compare different models and performances. Users can download this HTML page and access it locally in their preferred web browser at any time, allowing them to compare previous results with future BEES analyses.
BEES Parallelization Scheme
Since the BEES algorithm identifies the best ensemble model as a sub-basis of the full list of supplied potential states, the required CPU time for a single BEES analysis relies mainly on two parameters: the total number of theoretical profiles and the sub-basis size at which over-fitting is observed. While the number of theoretical profiles can be reduced by conducting a clustering analysis or by screening the profiles in accordance to orthogonal information before being input to BEES, the number of states before overfitting is observed is not known a priori and may likely be affected by the signal-to-noise ratio of the experimental data. However, because the Monte Carlo reweighting procedure of each sub-ensemble is independent of the others, the algorithm benefits substantially from a trivial parallelization scheme. Therefore, BEES utilizes mpi4py to separate sub-ensembles at each basis-size iteration in an Open MPI-compatible manner. 24, 38 In this way, the BEES module on SASSIE-web provides users that possess limited parallel resources with the opportunity to conduct ensemble re-weightings on large basis sizes (n > 10 members) in a reasonable amount of time (∼2 hours on 6 processors for 14 candidates that overfit at three member states, ∼36 hours on 6 processors for calculation of the full array of models; see Supporting Information for more details on parallel performance). Similarly, users of the command line version may take advantage of their local parallel computational resources to reduce the required computational time.
Results
Here, we describe the usage of BEES and its resulting data, with a focus on the SASSIE-based BEES module. The necessary data files for this test set are included in the Supporting Information. Users can thereby recreate the analyses presented here by unpacking the archive locally and uploading the relevant files for each case to the BEES module in SASSIE-web. In the first example, we model the populations of states of K63linked ubiquitin trimers using clusters identified from accelerated molecular dynamics trajectories. 21 In the second example, we showcase the effects of simultaneously fitting the SAS spectra and an auxiliary data set by including simulated measurements of an inter-domain distance and angle.
Building Ensembles of SAS Data
The BEES module requires the user to upload two files: the experimental scattering curve and a ZIP archive of theoretical profiles. Also contained within the ZIP archive is a one-column text file that lists the profiles that should be considered in the BEES fitting routine. In addition to providing these files, the user will also define the D max of the molecule, which can be determined from the experimental profile using pre-existing software. 39 Here, a D max of 83.6Å was determined using the Shanum program of the ATSAS package. 40 Furthermore, five Monte Carlo walkers were used for each sub-basis ensemble, and each walker was conducted for 10,000 iterations. The first 1,000 iterations were neglected when determining the model populations so as to remove any influence of the randomly selected initial values from the final result. Parallel processing can also be used (here, 6 processors were used), but using multiple processors will only enhance the speed of the calculation and has no effect on the final result. In addition, the full array of sub-ensembles has been calculated to display the depth of analysis available. In this example, truncation of the algorithm via the IC parameter would save a significant amount of computational time without effecting the best IC-identified model; however, models with lower χ 2 free would not have been observed. At the conclusion of the BEES routine, the best identified model is printed to the SASSIE-web GUI (Fig 2A) , and an interactive plot interface is spawned ( Fig 2B) . In this example, the best model is a two-state solution that is approximately equal parts clusters 2 and 9. This model has a χ 2 free of 0.79 and a BIC value of 5.56. While this is the best model according to BIC comparisons, roughly 50 models of varying sizes possess better χ 2 free values, and the model with the best goodness-of-fit (χ 2 free = 0.74) is a 4-member state comprised of clusters 2 (∼45%), 4 (∼22%), 10 (∼15%), and 11 (∼18%). This lowest χ 2 free model has an IC value of 8.46, which yields a relative performance of 0.23 when compared to the IC-identified two-state model. As such, the improved χ 2 free value of this model is unwarranted, as it is likely the result of overfitting by too many basis members. Indeed, inspection of the model performance histogram (Figure 2B, top) shows that the best performing models are largely two-state solutions, but some three-state solutions perform moderately well. Furthermore, many of the two-and three-state solutions are a significant improvement over each of the single-state models.
Building Ensembles with Auxiliary Data
Some users may desire to use BEES to build theoretical solution states by fitting solely to SAS data, and then use these states to predict measurements of future experiments. However, others may already possess such data and may prefer to create models that are consistent with both these measurements as well as the observed SAS profiles. For example, an experimenter may desire to simultaneously model both a scattering profile and a catalogue of NMR-derived distances. For the benefit of this class of users, we have included this functionality within the BEES module. To demonstrate how including such data might affect the modeling results, we discuss here an extension of the previous tri-ubquitin example in which we provide a simulated data set that contains the ensemble-averaged center-of-mass distance between distal monomers and the angle formed by the trimer arrangement (Fig 3) . These data were created by taking the ensemble-averaged measures of the best model from the previous example with the inclusion of a Gaussian noise factor, resulting in a target distance of 53.0 ± 1.6Å and a target angle of 117.7 ± 8.3 • . Inputs to the BEES routine are identical to the previous example, with the exception of the auxiliary data set. With the addition of the distance and angle measurements, we find a shift in the best IC-identified model. While it is still a two-state solution, the contributing members are now clusters 3 (43 ± 5%) and 4 (56 ± 5%). This model yields a χ 2 total of 0.80, with a χ 2 free of 0.96 and a χ 2 aux of 0.39. As was the case in the last example, there are a plethora of models containing three or more members in which better goodness-of-fits are observed, and the best goodness-of-fit model is a mixture of clusters 2, 4, and 11 and has a χ 2 total of 0.64. While this model is arguably a better fit to the data than the two-state ensemble of clusters 3 and 4, the IC value of this model is larger due to the addition of a third population. As such, this model is only the eighth most probable model, and possesses a relative performance of 0.65.
When we inspect the ten best ensembles, we once again find the best model from the previous example, which possesses a total χ 2 total of 0.80, a χ 2 free of 0.78, and a χ 2 aux of 0.84. Differences between the exact values of the χ 2 free metric in this example and the previous example are a result of the random-sampling nature of the χ 2 free metric, but these values are statistically indistinguishable. Similarly, the total goodnessof-fit in the clusters 3 and 4 ensemble is comparable to the ensemble containing clusters 2 and 9. As both models are two-state solutions, this results in very similar IC metrics and a relative performance value of 0.98, which suggests that neither model is significantly more accurate than the other. However, the 3+4 ensemble significantly outperforms the 2+9 ensemble in the context of the distance and angle measurements, while the 2+9 ensemble is a better fit to the the scattering curve.
Discussion
Here, we have presented the Bayesian Ensemble Estimator from SAS (BEES) program and highlighted its use as a module in SASSIE-web with two example use cases. In the first example, we used the module to reweight states of K63-linked tri-ubiquitin that were obtained from accelerated molecular dynamics simulations. The BEES module identified a two-state solution as the model that best balanced the fit to experimental data with the fewest number of states. However, the analysis also found a plethora of models that had improved goodness-of-fits to the experimental scattering profile, but each of these models had more ensemble members than the two-state solution. The BEES module provides users with a convenient interface to both find and compare these other candidate ensembles with the IC-identified best state. This allows researchers the option to either rigorously trust the IC statistics to identify the most appropriate scattering model or to use the "ensemble of ensembles" constructed by the BEES module to guide their understanding of datasets separate from the fitting procedure.
The second use case discussed here demonstrated how BEES performs when simultaneously fitting populations to both SAXS and auxiliary data (here, simulated distance and angle measurements). In this example, and the best identified model was still a two-state solution. However, a three-member ensemble was observed to have a better goodness-of-fit, but the improvement to χ 2 total was not sufficient to also improve the IC parameter, yielding a relative performance of 0.64. Since the two-state solution has strong agreement with both measurements (χ 2 free , χ 2 aux < 1.0), this relative performance value suggests that a conservative estimate for the solution ensemble would favor the two-state model over the χ 2 three-state case. However, the performance is of high enough quality that this ensemble could also be considered as a solution for future measurements. In this way, we emphasize that the relative performance metric should aide the intuition of researchers, rather than completely replace it.
As we have shown, BEES can be used to construct ensemble models of scattering data from a library of candidate states, and the iterative algorithm of BEES quantitatively resists overfitting of the data from the addition of unnecessary populations. The program is designed for use by both new and expert users of computational ensemble modeling, with a web-based module for the SASSIE-web platform that provides structural and computational biophysicists with the resources necessary to construct molecular models in a Bayesian-based manner. Furthermore, it provides visual tools for quickly interpreting not only the quality of the best IC-identified model, but also for the full ensemble of sub-basis models available from the candidate populations. This feature allows users to inspect many different potential solutions and to compare their ability to model both SAS and auxiliary data sets. In this way, BEES serves the intuition of structural researchers in building ensembles of states for their systems of interest.
Future Directions and Availability
While the current BEES implementation assumes uniform prior distributions across all parameters, future versions of the module will include the ability to provide user-defined prior distributions to ensemble populations as an option for advanced users. This will allow users to access the full capability of the Bayesian inference approach, and populations determined from a previous BEES run may potentially serve as prior distributions for future BEES analyses.
Furthermore, the BEES SASSIE-web module is presently limited to fitting every combination of ensembles containing up to 14 candidate states in a reasonable timeframe (∼36 hours on 6 processors and minimal server load). In the future, SASSIE-web will be integrated as a scientific gateway to XSEDE supercomputing resources, allowing for even larger model ensemble libraries to be considered. By combining with highly parallel computing environments, BEES users will be able to find minimum-sized solution ensembles from dozens of candidate members, as well as have the ability to construct the complete array of sub-ensembles from even larger candidate pools.
SASSIE-web, including the Bayesian Ensemble Estimator from SAS (BEES) module, is open source, and persistent user accounts are available (https://sassie-web.chem.utk.edu/sassie2/). The developmental BEES implementation is licensed under the GNU GPLv3 license and is available from a GitHub repository https://github.com/WereszczynskiGroup/BEES.
Supporting Information for BEES: Bayesian Ensemble Estimation from SAS, a SASSIE-web Module
S1 Information Criteria
The rigorous comparison of theoretical models to experimental data requires creating models that are rich enough to describe the underlying physical structures that generated the data while simultaneously avoiding overfitting. Biomolecules exist in an ensemble of conformations in solution, therefore an ensemble of theoretical structures is typically required to interpret SAS data. However, it is imperative that the final model does not achieve a strong goodness-of-fit value by including of an arbitrary number of parameters (here, the number of scattering profiles). As a result, the true "best model" must be a balance between optimizing the goodness-of-fit metric and minimizing the number of underlying scattering states. To this end, the BEES module utilizes "Information Criterion" (IC) in order to penalize model goodness-of-fit values according to their ensemble size. Users have the option to use one of two different IC metrics during fitting -the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC): 34, 35 AIC = 2k − 2 · log L (1)
Here, k is the number of model parameters (number of scattering states),L is the maximum observed likelihood value during the Bayesian Monte Carlo parameter fitting, and n is the number of points in the experimental data set. Both the BIC and AIC have forms that reward models with improved experimental fits (higher values ofL) and penalize those with more parameters (higher values of k). The BIC is closely related to the AIC; however, it is derived from Bayesian principles rather than the frequentist foundation of the AIC. In both metrics, smaller values are indicative of better model performance, with the defining separation between them being the strength of the penalty term. In the AIC, the penalty is always double the number of states, whereas the BIC penalty will become increasingly larger for a larger number of data points. In reality, both metrics are an approximate way to identify the true model, and the AIC may be more prone to false positive estimations (including too many states), while the BIC metric may be more prone to false negatives (rejecting too many states), depending on the number of experimental data points. However, it is often possible that both metrics converge upon the same solution, as is the case with the K63 example presented in the main text.
The model with the minimum IC value can be interpreted as the most likely, best performing, model. While it may be tempting to accept this model and reject all others, Bayesian principles dictate that there is a possibility that one of these other models might actually be more accurate to the true nature of the system, even though each one possesses a weaker IC value. The probability that a model is, in fact, a better assessment of the data can be calculated by comparing the model IC values to the lowest IC value: 36
where RP (m) and IC m are the "relative performance" and IC values of model m, respectively, and IC o is the minimum IC value across all observed models. Because the BIC and AIC apply different penalties to the number of states, they may also produce different relative performance values for the same set of models. Depending on the number of data points, the BIC will produce relative performance values for competing models that are either closer to (n ≤ 7) or further from (n ≥ 8) the performance of the model with the lowest BIC. That is, if the number of independent data points is seven or fewer, then more models will have a relative performance closer to 1.0 than if evaluated by AIC. On the other hand, if the number of observed data points is greater than eight, then more models will have relative performances closer to 0.0 if they are evaluated by the BIC in place of the AIC. In the end, the choice of BIC vs AIC evaluation is up to the user, and it may sometimes be appropriate to use both to determine upper and lower bounds for relative model performances.
S2 Parallel Performance
The BEES algorithm suffers from two potential bottlenecks: the number of profiles in the user-supplied candidate pool and the ensemble size at which overfitting is observed. While knowledge of the latter cannot be determined a priori, benchmark of the BEES parallel performance can help guide users in determining how much data reduction is necessary before running the BEES module. These benchmarks were performed under minimal server load, and therefore represent a best case scenario (i.e., a lower limit to the computational wall clock) for the BEES algorithm. Detailed further below, we find that users can calculate the full combination of models from 14 in ∼36 hours using 6 processors, and candidate pools of 22 members can be fit to threemember states (overfitting observed in four-member models) in the same timescale using 6 processors.
To perform these benchmarks, we constructed candidate states of varying sizes (n = 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20, 25) in addition to our original 14-member candidate pool. Each BEES routine was run using five Monte Carlo replicas, where each replica was conducted for 10,000 iterations. It can be seen that the total number of combinations scales exponentially with the number of candidate profiles ( Figure S1 ), as does the required wall clock. Furthermore, the time required to build the models scales almost linearly with the number of processors: for n = 10, the required time was 6.4 hours on two processors, in comparison to the 2.2 hours required for six processors. From these data, we observe that users can calculate full combinations of states from candidate pools of 14 members in a reasonable (∼36 hours) time frame when run on 6 processors.
In contrast to the previous discussion, many users may not desire to calculate the full combination of states, but rather find the single best model that avoids overfitting. In this case, the required computational cost may be drastically reduced, especially if overfitting is observed at a relatively small (≤ 3) ensemble size. For this reason, we have conducted a secondary benchmark of BEES routines containing 10, 14, 20, and 25 candidate profiles ( Figure S2 ). Each BEES run utilized five Monte Carlo replicas of 10,000 iterations each on six processors. Using these benchmarks, we see that a three-member solution (overfitting observed at four states) from a candidate pool of 25 members can be found in ∼30 hours under ideal server load. Figure S1 : Performance of the BEES module with respect to candidate pool size when evaluating every possible combination of states. Benchmarks were determined for BEES routine of five Monte Carlo replicas that were run for 10,000 iterations each on two (blue), four (purple), and six (green) processors. Solid lines connect benchmarks that were explicitly measured, whereas dotted lines connect to points that are extrapolated from an exponential fitting of the measured benchmark data. From these data, even on six processors, the BEES module would require over 1,000 hours (∼42 days) to examine every possible combination of states from 20 candidate members. Figure S2 : Performance of BEES module with respect to candidate pool size when the experimental data is best described by a three-state solution (overfitting observed at four-member solutions). Benchmarks were determined for a BEES routine that employed five Monte Carlo replicas that were run for 10,000 iterations on six processors. From the interpolation of this data, a three-state solution could be identified as the best model from a candidate pool of 25 members in ∼30 hours when run on six processors.
